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I. Goals Of the Hanover Township Little League 
 
· Teach youngsters to develop and appreciate the need for teamwork, 
sportsmanship and unselfish cooperation 
 
· Create an environment so kids experience the enjoyment that comes from 
playing team sports 
 
· Develop their physical skills 
 
· Foster their appreciation and understanding of the game of baseball. 
 

Performance Goals for Various Ages levels 

Mission Statement 
The objective of the Hanover Township Little League 5-8 age group T-ball 
and Farm Divisions is to provide an environment that players can develop 
the skills for the game of youth baseball while having FUN and maintaining 
interest in the game. The T-ball/Farm Divisions is important for growth and 
learning for the future of HTLL.   

T-ball Performance Goal 

1. Understand the proper way to throw, catch and swing a bat. 
2. Understanding the areas of the field & positions on the field. 
3. Must keep enthusiasm for the game - make it fun. 

Farm A Performance Goals 

1. Defensive skills should be the main focus, followed by hitting and base 
running 
2. Continuing to understand the proper way to throw, catch and swing a bat. 
3. Greater understanding the areas of the field & positions on the field. 
4. Developing the skills to field and throw a ball to the right base. 
5. Must keep enthusiasm for the game - make it fun. 
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Farm AA Performance Goals 
 
1. Defensive skills should be the main focus, followed by hitting and base 
running 
2. Continuing to understand the proper way to throw, catch and swing a bat. 
3. Greater understanding the areas of the field & positions on the field. 
4. Developing the skills to field and throw a ball to the right base. 
5. Must keep enthusiasm for the game - make it fun. 
 
 
Minors Division Performance Goals & Objections 
 
Mission Statement 
The objective of the Hanover Township Little League 9 & 10 year old 
Minos Division is to provide a competitive environment for the game of 
youth baseball while focusing on having FUN.  At this level we begin the 
process of implementing the Williamsport Little League Rules in addition to 
various rule modifications approved by HTLL Board of Trustees.  The 
Minors Division is important for growth and learning for the future of 
HTLL.   
 
Minor Performance Goals 
 

1. Development of pitchers and catchers such as proper throwing 
motions and techniques.   

2. Defensive skills such as how to block a ball make throws to a base as 
runner attempts to steal base.  

3. Pitch count. 
4. Fundamentals of backing up throws. 
5. Outfield positions, position when fielding fly balls, where to throw the 

ball, etc. 
6. Implementing base stealing, watching for balls in the dirt, learn to 

take the extra base.  
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Major Division Performance Goals and objectives 
 
Mission Statement                             
The objective of the Hanover Township Little League 11 & 12 year old 
Major Division is to provide a competitive environment for the game of 
youth baseball. The objective is to expand on the development of advanced 
baseball skills and proper execution of play. A greater focus on individual 
Position development should be stressed. Games will be played according to  
Williamsport Little League rules with minor HTLL modifications Primary 
Goals will include: a complete understanding of rules and strategies, 
teamwork and unity, encouraging a competitive spirit, promoting fair play,  
And positive character development in winning and losing. 
 

The following ideas are helpful in understanding the HTLL Major division 
Mission statement 

Character Development  
Fair Play - A coach should promote the idea of fair play at all times. 
Team Unity – A coach should stress group involvement to foster teamwork 
and a sense of belonging for all members of the team. Success of the team 
should be motivation for individual improvement. 
Self Confidence – Children possess different levels of skill and potential, 
one child may be able to hit a home run while another, at best, struggles to 
develop a swing. A coach should acknowledge each child’s 
accomplishments based on their potential and ability. Positive reinforcement 
Develops self-confidence. 
Fundamentals – Practice time at this age is best used on basic fundamentals 
of hitting, throwing, catching, and base running. Drills should be fun and 
challenging. With the aid of parents, skill stations of 3 or 4 players can 
provide much needed repetition. Drills should be fun and challenging. 
Players pitch in this division and special care should be exercised in the 
development of their arms.  
Strategy – Offensive and Defensive strategies become a more important 
part of the game, adding to the mental challenge of competing. 
Competitiveness – The division is competitive. Friendly competition is 
encouraged. 
Discipline – Children should now understand the role of discipline as it 
relates to interacting with teammates, practicing and attaining goals. 
Enjoyment – Get the players excited about baseball and feeling they are an 
important part of the team. 
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II. ACCIDENT REPORTING PROCEDURES 

 
What to Report:  
An accident that causes any player, manager, coach, and umpire or volunteer 
to receive medical treatment and/or first aid must be reported to the Safety 
Director. This includes even passive treatments such as the evaluation and 
diagnosis of the extent of the injury or periods of rest.  
 
When to Report:  
All such incidents described above must be reported to the Safety Director 
within 24 hours of the incident. The Safety Director for 2012 is Tony 
Cipolla. His contact information is:  
Phone: 973-503-9764  
Fax: 845-359-2313  
Email: tcwhippany@optonline.net  
 
How to Make the Report:  
Reporting incidents can come in a variety of forms. Most typically, they are 
done via telephone conversation or by filling out all sections (except section 
3) of the Accident Proof of Loss form (see page 17 of this manual) and 
forwarding it to the Safety Director. At a minimum, the following 
information must be provided:  
· Name & phone number of the individual involved  
· Date, time & location of the incident  
· as detailed a description of the incident as possible.  
· the preliminary estimation of the extent of any injuries  
· Name and phone number of the person reporting the incident  
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III. Lightning Facts and Safety Procedures 
Consider the following facts:  
~ The average lightning stroke is 6-8 miles long.  
~ The average thunderstorm is 6-10 miles wide and travels at a rate of 25 
miles per hour.  
~ Once the leading edge of a thunderstorm approaches to within 10 miles, 
you are at immediate risk due to the possibility of lightning strokes coming 
from the storm’s overhanging anvil cloud (for example, the lightning that 
injured 13 people during a concert at RFK Stadium occurred while it was 
sunny and dry).  
~ On average, thunder can only is heard over a distance of 3-4 miles, 
depending on humidity, terrain and other factors. This means that by the 
time you hear the thunder, you are already in the risk area for lightning 
strikes.  
 
“Flash-Bang“ Method  
One way of determining how close a recent lightning strike is to you is 
called the “flash-bang” method. With the “flash-bang” method, a person 
counts the number of seconds between the sight of a lightning strike and the 
sound of thunder that follows it. Halt play and evacuation should be called 
for when the count between lightning flash and the sound of its thunder is 15 
seconds or less.  
 
Rule of Thumb  
The ultimate truth about lightning is that it is unpredictable and cannot be 
prevented. Therefore, a manager, coach or umpire who feels threatened by 
an approaching storm should stop play and get the kids to safety – or if the 
“flash-bang” proximity measure applies. When in doubt, the following rule 
of thumb should be applied. 
 
Where to Go?  
No place is absolutely safe from the lightning threat, but some places are 
safer than others. Large enclosed shelters (substantially constructed 
buildings) are the safest (like our snack bar). For the majority of participants, 
the best area for them to seek shelter is in a fully enclosed metal vehicle with 
the windows rolled up. If you are stranded in an open area and cannot get to 
shelter in a car, put your feet together, crouch down, and put your hands over 
your ears (to try to prevent eardrum damage). 
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Where NOT to Go!!  

Avoid high places and open fields, isolated trees, unprotected gazebos (like 
Black Brook), rain or picnic shelters, dugouts, flagpoles, light poles, 
bleachers (metal or wood), metal fences and water. 
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IV. Recommendations for Running a Baseball Practice 

Preparation 
• Keep total practice time to less than 90 minutes. 
• Have a plan before you come to practice. 
• Keep a first aid kit and ice packs in your equipment bag.  
• Include drills that will work on things that the kids did wrong during 

the last game. 
• Start each practice by telling the team what the practice will entail. 
• Reward the players who show up on time.  For example, if you plan to 

have a hitting practice, have the players hit in the order they showed 
up.  You would be amazed how many players will start beating you to 
practice. 

Running the Practice 
• A good routine for starting each practice is to have the players run a 

lap or two around the baseball field to warm up and loosen their 
muscles.  Next have them stretch their arms (as described in the 
throwing section).   After the stretch, have them loosen their arms 
with a short toss drill. 

• If you have the kids throw to loosen up then make sure you observe 
them throw and correct them if they are throwing wrong. 

• On cold days make sure the players stretch and loosen their arms, and 
avoid any drills that involve excessive throwing. 

• When possible, carry a clipboard during practice to keep track of your 
objectives and record your observations. 

• Games are won at 1B and 2B.  Spend more time throwing to those 
bases. 

• Make sure you have assistant coaches so you can break the team up 
into smaller groups when working on skills. 

• Avoid one ball, one batter batting practices and one ball, one fielder 
fielding practices.  Instead of a live Batting Practice, try closing each 
practice with the Scrimmage described in the hitting section. 

• If you are not good at hitting an infield practice with a fungo bat then 
don’t.  You can throw the ball instead of hitting it. 
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Run, Run, Run 
• Tell the players the ball field is a sacred place.  No one walks on or 

off the field. 
• All sprinting should be done with fielding glove on to reinforce proper 

defensive running. 
• Bat speed and arm strength will increase with sprint work. 

Ending Practice 
• Try and end each practice at the same place on the field and depart 

with a positive confident message.  Young players like closure and 
consistency to their activities. 

• Consider designating one player each practice to stay 5 minutes longer 
for individual work or a quick confidence booster. 

• Don’t be afraid to give the players homework.  Give each player 
something to work on.  They should be practicing at home. 

• At every practice assign a couple of players to pick up the equipment 
and bases.  Rotate through the roster so every player takes a turn. 

• Check the field before you break practice.  Make the players pick up 
any bottles or wrappers they used.  They should respect the field and 
keep it clean. 

• Never under estimate the effect you will have on the lives of every 
player that calls you “COACH”. 
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V. Proper Warm up/Throwing warm up 

 
Active Warm up routine 

 (Should all be done off a baseline, working into the outfield) 
 
 Outfield Jog – Players should start on one of the base line/foul line, 
and will jog to the other line across the outfield.  
 
 Lunge Steps- Have players line up on a baseline facing the outfield. 
On coaches or players command, players will step forward with their right 
foot, bending both knees in a 90 degree position, but not allowing their back 
knee to touch the ground. On their next step they step with their left foot and 
repeat the lunge step for each foot 3-4 steps 
 
 Knee Hugs-Players lined up on the baseline will pull their left knee to 
their chest hold it in that position for 3-4 seconds and then release their leg 
and take two steps forward into the outfield. On the third step the player will 
pull his or her right foot to their chest holding it for 3-4 seconds and then 
release their leg and take two steps forward. The drill should be repeated so 
players have pulled each leg 3-4 times to their chest. 
 
 Side Lunges- Have players face home plate as they are standing on 
the baseline in an athletic position (ready position as an infielder). On 
command players will step with their foot towards the outfield out to their 
side and then bend down so they can touch grass. Their other foot should 
stay stationary as they bend down for 2-3 seconds. Players will then bring 
their stationary leg to their bent leg and then step out with their foot again to 
repeat the exercise. Players should go 4-5 steps into the outfield and then 
come back towards the baseline stepping and lunging the there other leg. 
 
 High Knees- Have players face the outfield and on command players 
slow jog forward raising their knees as high as they can to their chest. Tell 
them this is not a race the higher they bring their knees to their chest the 
better the stretch. 
 
 Backwards Run/Forward run- Have players face towards the fence 
and on command players will back paddle, keeping their chest over their 
knees. Have them back pedal to center field then stop and sprint forward. 
This drill can be done 2-3 times. 
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 DB Drill- Once again have players line up facing the fence w/ coach 
in front of them holding a ball. The coach will hold the ball up in the air 
pointing in one direction. The players should open their hips towards that 
direction and begin running back like they will be catching a fly ball. Make 
sure players have their eyes on the coach. The coach will then point the ball 
in the other direction and players should open their hips in that direction 
continuing to run like they were catching a fly ball has the players does this 
until they reach center field and then they should sprint back to the baseline. 
 

Throwing Warm up Drills 

Tee Ball Throw and Go 
This drill teaches young players to follow their throws in the right direction. 
Have two single file lines of players (one behind the other) facing at a 
comfortable throwing distance. 
 
                                      A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 >>    << B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 
 
The player at the head of line one throws to the player at the head of line 
two. After the throw, player continues a forward motion (as one should) in 
the direction of the throw by running to the back of the opposite line. The 
drill is especially effective for Tee Ball players as it encourages players to 
follow their throws instead of allowing them to 'cheat backward' as they tend 
to do when going to the back of the same line. 

Wrist Flips 
Wrist Drill - Players are on both knees facing each other about 8-10 feet 
apart. Player 1 will place his throwing elbow in his glove. Raise the 
throwing elbow so it is even with his throwing shoulder. Concentrate on 
loading and popping the ball with the wrist to Player 2. There should be very 
little body movement other than the wrist propelling the ball. Player 2 should 
give a target and catch the ball with two hands. PURPOSE - focus on the last 
10% of the throw/wrist action 
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Throwing Drill – Motion: Upper Body Movement 
Two Knee Throwing - Players are on both knees facing each other at 15 feet. 
Player 1 will throw to Player 2. The emphasis should be on the hand break 
out of the glove, arm arc (loose and controlled), turning of the shoulders, 
release, and follow through. Also it is important to preach proper arm action 
- ball comes out of glove and proceeds down, back, and up. The fingers 
should remain on top of the ball. The throwing elbow needs to get even with 
the throwing shoulder.  PURPOSE - To isolate the upper body during the 
throwing process. 
 
Zipper Drill 
The objective of this drill is to teach players how to properly transition from 
catch to throw. This drill gives the player an action they can repeat to 
practice each time they throw the ball. Players start sideways with their 
glove side closest to the person they are throwing to. With the ball in the 
glove the player puts his hands together ( fingers point to the sky pinky to 
pinky thumb to thumb) at the mid-line of the body just below the chin. They 
then take both hands at the same time down the centerline of the body as if 
they were unzipping their jacket zipper, turning the thumbs under the ball so 
that now the fingers are on top of the baseball as it moves down back and up 
in a circular motion. It is important that the players hand remain on top of 
the ball down and back and the hand faces away from them until the ball 
comes forward to throw. We say down the zipper step and throw  
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VI. The Basics of Base Running 

Home to First 
Always run hard - your goal is to advance for extra bases on balls hit into 
the outfield. On balls hit in the infield, we hope to beat the throw to 1st base, 
but we will at least apply a little pressure on the defense. You are expected 
to run out all pop ups and fly balls. If there is any doubt as to whether a 
batted ball is fair, run hard and let the umpires decide. 
 
Always find your batted ball - about 3 steps out the batters box, find the ball 
(keep running) so you will have the information you need to approach 1st 
base.  
 
Balls in the infield - On balls hit in the infield you should hit first base with 
either foot.  Never lunge at the bag - just run through 1st base, that is why 
the rules allow you to overrun that base.  Only slide if the first baseman is 
trying to tag you. 
 
Balls in the outfield - On balls hit in the outfield always make an aggressive 
turn at 1st base - If you can make the outfielders believe you are going to 
second base when you turn at 1st base, you have done your job. If the 
outfielders aren't even aware that there is a runner, you have given up a 
chance to put pressure on the defense. To avoid turning wide, learn to swing 
out into foul ground and dip your inside shoulder as you turn for 2nd base.  
 
Never become a spectator - If you single in a runner from second base, 
chances are there will be a throw to the plate. If the ball clears the cutoff 
man, you should be on second base. You must anticipate this throw, find the 
cutoff man, determine the height of the ball, and aggressively take second 
base when it is available. Lots of things happen in games when a ball is 
batted. We must always be ready to take the extra base if the situation allows 
for it. There is a difference between aggressive and foolish. 
 
Don’t step on Home - Never step on home plate when bunting - the rules 
say you are out if you do so. 
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When you are on base: 
Know the situation - Get your signs from the coach and know how many 
outs there are and if you are forced on a groundball. Check where the 
outfielders and infielders are playing and make a mental note. That 
information will help you on batted balls into the outfield. 
 
Don’t Interfere - The rules require that you avoid all batted balls and 
fielders in the act of fielding. If you run into a batted ball or a fielder trying 
to field, you will be called out. A good base runner can disrupt a fielder by 
timing it so that he jumps over the ball in front of the fielder. This is a visual 
hindrance and is completely within the rules. 

First base: 
Get a good jump on every pitch - If the ball is in the dirt then go.  If the ball 
is caught, GET BACK!  You are responsible for getting back if the catcher 
throws to first.  Do not rely on your First base coach. If you are getting a 
good lead, many catchers will throw over. That is good, because he cannot 
get you out if you are taking care of your business. What will happen is he 
will throw the ball into right field sooner or later and you will be on third.  
 
When to Run - If there are two outs then run on everything If there are less 
than two outs then the rule is: Groundball - GO, Line drive -Freeze, Fly ball 
- Halfway and get back.  Only tag up if the ball is foul, otherwise we should 
be "halfway" on popups and fly balls at first base. "Halfway" means as far as 
you can get toward 2nd base and still get back safely if the ball is caught. 
That could be 2 feet on a pop up to the first baseman or 59 feet on a fly ball 
to deep center field. With less than 2 outs, always freeze on a line drive. The 
reason we need to freeze (or not run) is to make sure the line drive goes 
through the infield. If it is caught in the infield and we have already started 
our move toward the next base, we will be doubled off.  
 
 Be Aggressive - You should want to run to third base. If the ball is hit in 
front of you (to Left or Center), you will decide if you can make it or not and 
carry out the appropriate actions. If the ball is hit into right field, pick up the 
third base coach before you get to 2nd base (about 20 feet before) and he 
will tell you to stay or GO.  
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Bunts - If we are bunting, see the ball down before you run! GO when you 
are sure the ball will hit the ground.  
 
First and Third Steal - If we have a 1st and 3rd steal situation and a play is 
on, your job at 1st base is to NOT run into an out, especially with 2 outs. 
That means stay in a rundown. If the defense refuses to make a play on you, 
advance to second base.  

Second base 
Get a good jump on every pitch - Get off the base on every pitch and watch 
for the ball in the dirt.  Runners on second need to react to the ball in the dirt 
if the ball kicks away from the catcher they should go If the catcher blocks 
the ball in front of him the base runners should stay. 
 
When to Run - Groundballs: If you are forced then GO!  If there is no 
runner at 1st base forcing you to advance on ground balls with less than 2 
outs, you should GO on ground balls hit at you or behind you. Do not 
hesitate. On balls hit in front of you (to your right), you should wait and read 
the infielders throw.  Fly balls: Tag at 2nd base on all foul pops or fly balls. 
If you are not sure if the ball is foul, rely on your base coach on the side of 
the field where the ball has been hit. Otherwise, only tag on fly balls that 
appear to be sure outs but are deep enough that you can beat the outfielder's 
throw to third base. Most of these fly balls are hit to center and right. It is 
very rare to tag on a ball hit to left field.  Line drives: FREEZE! 
 
Be Aggressive - When running from 2nd base, advance to 3rd as though you 
will keep going toward home. The 3rd base coach can only stop you. Avoid 
station-to-station running. In other words, do not go to third and wait for the 
coach to send you home. You are going home unless the coach stops you. 
You must advance toward 3rd full speed with the intention of scoring.  
Important: with two outs running on second are concentrating on scoring on 
a single. 

Third base 
Get a good jump on every pitch - Always take your leads in foul ground and 
return back to the bag in fair ground. This is because a batted ball that hits 
you over fair territory puts you out, but a thrown ball that hits you will 
probably result in a run. If you have the green light on a passed ball then be 
aggressive!  If there are two outs and we have a weak hitter up be 
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aggressive! However, be smart. I encourage taking chances if you get a good 
jump. 
If the ball kicks away from the catcher they should go. If the catcher blocks 
the ball in front of him the base runners should stay.  If you are not sure the 
STAY!   
 

When to run – Groundballs: with less than two outs you need to know if 
you should advance on a groundball.  Listen to your base coach for special 
instructions. We may want to make the ball go through the infield before we 
try to advance or go on anything hit to the right side. You must be ready to 
react when running at third base.  Fly balls: with less than 2 outs, tag on all 
balls hit in the air and listen to your third base coach for instructions. On all 
balls hit to the outfield go back and tag until the ball hits the ground. I may 
tell you halfway on a fair pop up if I think the ball is not batted far enough 
out for us to score. Or I may tell you to bluff to the plate so we can draw a 
throw and hopefully make the defense throw the ball away. You are 
responsible for seeing the ball enter the outfielders glove so that you can get 
the best possible jump toward the plate. It is a sprint so run full speed.  
 
 

First and Third Steal - When running at third in a first and third steal 
situation, the rule is to go as soon as you are sure the ball will clear the 
pitcher's head. Don't cheat, just be focused and leave at precisely the right 
time and we will have success. You will have to extend your lead a little as 
you see the catcher start his throw to second base. If you start early, the 
catcher will see you and throw your way.  
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G. Hitting/Hitting Drills 

 Drill H1: Tee Swings 
Objective:  
To allow hitters to work on specific mechanics without the ball moving for 
consistent reps 
Equipment Needed:  
Batting Tee, baseballs, bats 
Description: 
 The drill involves one or multiple hitters on the team. The hitters are spread 
out across an area, the coach places a ball in a specific location for the player 
and they work on a consistent swing at the ball at this location. The drill 
continues until all batters have had a chance to work on the specific pitch 
location.  
Coaching Points: 

• The drill is particularly valuable when conducted before the season 
begins. 

• This drill can be performed either indoors or outdoors. 

• It is helpful to identify hitter’s weakness to improve his overall swing. 

 
 
Drill H2: Side Toss  
Objective:  
To teach hitters how to track a moving baseball, pre-swing loading and 
weight transfer. 
Equipment Needed:  
Batter, Coach, bats, and baseballs 
Description: 
 The batter takes his hitting position at the plate the Coach presents the ball 
to him and flips the ball underhand from a 45-degree angle from about 6 feet 
away. The batter as the Coach starts to release the ball takes a load 
(backward movement / weight shift back /) and then proceeds to swing at the 
flipped baseball.  
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Coaching Points: 
• Coaches should focus on the direction of the body prior to flip to 

ensure movement. 

• Coaches should watch for consistent body movements. 

• Look for backside rotation. 

• Look for post swing balance. 

 
Drill H3: Front Toss 
Objective: 
 To improve the hitters tracking ability as well as get controlled quality reps 
within the strike zone. This drill is the best way to see what hitters are doing 
from the front angle.  
Equipment Needed:  
Batter, Coach, screen, baseballs, and bat 
Description:  
Coach sets up a screen about 15 feet in front of home plate and either flips 
balls underhand or overhand, the drill involves having a player repeatedly 
fire the bat through the hitting zone at quality pitches. This set up allows for 
more strikes at a faster pace to get more reps per player. 
Coaching Points: 

• Coaches should look for straight lines and angles to the baseball 

• Coaches should see that batter is hitting ball where it is pitched 

• Drill can be used for defensive reps as well 

 
Drill H4: Tap and Go 
Objective:  
To teach hitters what weight transfer feels like by loading and secondary 
weight transfer through rotation. 
Equipment Needed:  
Plate, batter, bat, baseballs, tee, and screen 
Description:  
The drill involves hitters tapping the plate and pulling the bat back to the 
loaded position to keep momentum in their swing. When the hitter taps the 
Coach flips the ball to the hitter and they continue the swing. 
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Coaching Points: 
• The key is to have the flip be consistent, speed and location are 

important to get quality reps. 

• The Coach should teach that the back swing should be the reverse of 
the actual swing.  

• Coaches need to make sure player is using their lower half. 

 
Drill H5: Weak Strong / Whistle Hum 
Objective:  
To help players get awareness of the timing of the load to stride. 
Equipment Needed:  
Batter, Coach, baseballs 
Description:  
The batter starts with the bat on the shoulder and simply pulls it back to the 
position of strength or loaded position. As the player does this they either 
whistle or hum the entire time the load into the swing.  
Coaching Points: 

• Coaches should attempt to monitor the drill to be sure the player does 
not rush the load. 

• This drill should be mastered to the point that it is instinctive. 

• Coaches be sure the movement is early and slow 

 
Drill H6: Ball Hit 
Objective: 
To practice picking up the release point of the pitcher to ensure adequate 
timing for the batter to get to the loaded position so the swing can have 
maximum efficiency and power. 
Equipment Needed:  
Bat, baseballs, screen 
Description:  
The procedure for this drill is to have a Coach Throw batting practice to 
players, when the batter sees the release they call out BALL when the pitch 
gets in the hitting zone the batter calls HIT at the point of contact. 
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Coaching Points: 
• Coaches need to make sure batters are seeing pitch and timing of calls 

are correct 

• The batter should only say hit at contact. 

  
Drill H7: Batting Practice 
Objective:  
To teach hitters to react at close to game speed while concentrating on strike 
zone awareness and mechanics. 
Equipment Needed:  
Pitcher/ Coach, batter, screen, bats, baseballs catching gear, baseballs. 
Description:  
The drill involves all players and a batter up; this can be used for defense as 
well. A Coach or pitcher throws to a hitter a predetermined number of 
pitches where the hitter concentrates on hitting the ball hard where it is 
pitched. The players play the ball live off the bat and react to get game like 
reps. This drill can have skills added to it such as base runners playing the 
pitch live with a specific intention…imaginary runner at 1B infield turn 
double plays outfield set up cut off and relay to third base. 
MORE SITUATIONS SHOULD BE ADDED AS THE SEASON GOES 
ON 
Coaching Points: 

• This drill should be part of all practices and used to get players game 
speed reps. 

• Coaches should focus on all players moving on all balls hit. 

• Hitters should take good swings at good pitches 
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Hanover Township Little League 
Policy Statement Regarding 

Batting Cages 

 
1. Only those managers and coaches approved by the Hanover Township 
Little League Board of Directors will use batting cages.  
 
2. The batting cages may be used during the submitted and approved 
practice schedule.  
 
3. The batting cages may be available starting the first day of practice and be 
available until the end of the All-Star season.  
 
4. A manager or coach must pitch to the players. At no time can a player 
pitch. The pitchers screen must be used.  
 
5. Only one player at a time will use the cage.  
 
6. A pitcher may use the cage to warm up before and during the game.  
 
7. Batters must wear helmets.  
 
8. During games, the bating cage may not be used.  
 
9. Any questions or concerns should be directed to the Safety Director.  
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VIII. Infield Play/Infield Drills 
Drill I1: No Glove/ Glove Rolls (Triangle) 
Objective:  
To ensure that Infielders practice proper fielding position in a controlled 
environment ensuring maximum reps in minimal time. 
Equipment Needed:  
Balls, gloves 
Description:  
The drill involves all of the infielders getting in two lines partnering up and 
standing about 10 feet away from each other. The partners then assume the 
triangle position and roll the ball back and forth to each other catching the 
ball using their glove hand only with throwing hand behind the back.  
Coaching Points: 

• The drill is particularly valuable when teaching fielding technique. 

• This drill can be performed either indoors or outdoor 

Drill I2: No Glove / Glove Picks (Gators)  
Objective:  
To teach infielders how to react to balls that take long hops or short hops. 
Equipment Needed:  
Balls, gloves 
Description: 
 The drill involves all of the infielders getting in two lines partnering up and 
standing about 10-15 feet away from each other. The partners then assume 
the triangle position and bounce the ball back and forth to each other at 
various speeds and hop types.  

• Coaching Points: The drill is particularly valuable when teaching 
fielding technique. 

• This drill can be performed either indoors or outdoors. 

• This teaches players how to react to different hops 
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Drill I3: No Glove Moose Ears 
Objective:  
The drill teaches players proper transfer technique as well as moving their 
feet into throwing position (crow hop). 
Equipment Needed:  
Baseballs 
Description:  
The drill involves all of the infielders getting in two lines partnering up and 
standing about 10-15 feet away from each other with out gloves on. The 
partners then assume the triangle position with their throwing hand thumb in 
their ear. They roll the ball back and forth to each other catching the ball 
using their glove hand only and quickly transfer the ball from glove hand to 
throwing hand by slamming it to their Moose Ear. As this action is taking 
place they take the Moose Ear hand foot and place it where their glove hand 
was. 
Coaching Points: 

• Players should maintain a proper triangle when fielding 

• Coaches should make sure drill is not going to fast and technique is 
compromised 

• No negative movements into crow hop 

 
Drill I4: Perfect Fielder 
Objective:  
To help players put it all together and increase the speed of the baseball. 
Equipment Needed:   
Baseballs, Gloves 
Description:  
The drill involves players working in pairs about 20 feet apart.  Partner 1 
will roll 10- 12 grounders and partner 2 while using perfect fielding and 
crow hop technique will field and throw the ball back to partner 1.  
Coaching Points: 

• The key is to have players use the drills to engrain the proper form so 
it becomes natural 

• Players should be rewarded for athleticism.  
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• Coaches should monitor the drill to be sure all learned techniques are 
applied (triangle, gator, crow hop). 

Drill I5: Step Reaction Drill 
Objective:  
To help infielders learn to move laterally to the baseball ɅɅɅɅ. 
Equipment Needed:  
Gloves, baseballs 
Description:  
The players get in line and one at a time are rolled grounders by a coach they 
force the fielder to move laterally gaining ground each time for 6-8 throws.  
Coaching Points: 

• Players should be on a diagonal about 8-12 feet 

• Coaches should see the players maintain the triangle position. 

• Coaches can use the set up for working on backhand as well 

Drill I6: Backhand/Forehand Fielding 
Objective:  
To practice working on balls hit to both sides of the infielder 
Equipment Needed:  
Baseballs, and gloves 
Description:  
The procedure for conducting this drill is the same as the preceding drill, 
with a few exceptions. In this drill, the infielder must move to either side and 
catch the ball outside of his feet. The fielder should be forced out of his 
comfort zone and NOT field the ball in his triangle. 
Coaching Points: 

• Coaches should force the fielder to catch the ball on the move to teach 
them how to get a throw off. 

• The drill should incorporate throws to different bases from different 
spots on the field. 

• Players should work on fielding ball with each leg leading the play. 
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Drill I7: Pop Ups 
Objective:  
To teach players to call the ball at its highest point and catch Pop fly’s 
Equipment Needed:  
Gloves, baseballs 
Description:  
The drill involves players standing at their position and a coach hitting pop 
ups to the infield and outfield so players must communicate call for the ball 
and catch it. 
Coaching Points: 

• This drill is particularly beneficial in the early weeks of the season. 

• The drill should focus on the communication and catching of the ball 
in the air 

Drill I8: Infield Situation Fungos 

Objective:  
To practice the skills and techniques required responding to various infield 
game situations.  
Equipment Needed:  
Baseballs, bats, and gloves 
Description:  
The drill involves using a complete infield to work on various infield 
situations. An extra pitcher serves as the batter. The coach calls out the play 
he wants. The pitcher delivers a pitch and the batter fungos the play. They 
key to the drill is to keep the ball in the infield and to create every possible 
situation at some point during the drill. In most instances, the drill should be 
performed for approximately a half hour. 
Coaching Points: 

• If enough pitchers are available, they can run to first base after the ball 
is fungoed, creating an even more game like situation. 

• Variety can be incorporated into the drill by using outfielders as 
hitters and base runners. 

 

IX. Outfield/Outfield Drills 
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Drill O1: On Your Toes 
Objective:  
To develop the ability to pick up the flight of the ball; to teach outfielders to 
break on the ball with good vision when running after a fly ball. 
Equipment Needed:  
Baseballs and gloves 
Description:  
The outfielders line up outside the right foul line facing the infield. On 
command from the coach, the first player in line sprints to his right and 
catches a ball thrown by his coach. He then runs back to his left to catch 
another ball thrown by the coach. Next, he immediately sprints to his right 
again to catch a third ball thrown by his coach. After catching each thrown 
ball, the player returns to the end of the line. The next player in line steps up 
and the drill continues. 
Coaching Points: 

• Players should run on their toes, not on their heels. 

• Players should select and focus on head high point while running 
before they turn to look for a thrown ball. 

• Players should look for a thrown ball by turning their heads, not their 
entire bodies. 

• This drill can also serve as an excellent conditioning exercise. 

C  
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Drill O2: Catch It If You Can 
Objective:  
To develop and improve fielding techniques and fundamentals of out 
fielding 
Equipment Needed:  
Baseball, gloves, and a bat 
Description:  
The drill involves a coach who hits a variety of ground balls and fly balls to 
players who are positioned in the outfield. In addition, one player is 
designed as a cutoff player. After fielding a ball hit by the coach, the player 
catching the ball throws it to the relay man who in turn throws it to a player 
who is serving as a catcher to feed balls to the coach. Standing on the right 
field foul line approximately 25 to 30 feet beyond first base, the coach hits 
balls on a fairly continuous basis. After fielding a ball, the outfielder 
assumes the ready position once again. Once an outfielder has fielded a 
specific number of balls, a new outfielder rotates into the drill. The player 
being replaced then either goes to the end of the line or substitutes for either 
the relay man or the catcher. 
Coaching Points: 

• The drill can be performed with one or more outfielders at a time. 

• The coach can vary the location, speed, and type of ball hit. 

• Also serves as an excellent conditioning drill. 

P 

 

  P cut off man 

 

C  P catcher for coach   Foul Line 
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Drill O3: Five-Player Relay 
Objective: To develop the skills and techniques required to make relay 
throws quickly and precisely. 
Equipment Needed:  
Baseballs and gloves 
Description:  
Players work in groups of five. The players line up in straight lines 
approximately 60 to 70 away from each other. The drill begins by having the 
first player in line making a strong accurate throw to the third player, and so 
forth. Once the ball has been thrown to the last player, the drill is repeated in 
the opposite direction. All players should be taught to adjust their body 
positions while the ball is in flight so that they are able to simply catch the 
ball and throw it immediately with maximum velocity and accuracy 
regardless of the thrown balls path as it approaches them. 
Coaching Points: 

• The proper techniques for throwing should be emphasized. 

• Each cycle of the drill can be timed to a set standard of relative 
comparison.  

 
P  P  P  P  P 
 

 
 
 
Drill O4: Ever Longer Catch 
Objective:  
To develop arm strength for throwing and to practice long accurate throws. 
Equipment Needed:  
Baseballs and gloves 
Description:  
Working in pairs, the outfielders start approximately 40 feet apart and 
gradually increase the distance between each other to a distance that will 
strengthen arms. Beginning at 40 feet and continuing every five feet or so, 
the players throw the ball to each other. The emphasis is on making a long, 
accurate throw. The ball should be thrown chest high to a player’s partner. 
To get his body’s momentum and force behind his throw, a player should 
crow hop before releasing the ball. 
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Coaching Points: 
• The player could intentionally drop the ball in front of him after 

catching it and then scramble after it. 

• The distance between players can be decreased if any of several 
factors suggest that such an action would be appropriate: its early in 
the season, players are young, or if one of the players has a sore arm. 
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X. Pitching/Pitching Drills 
Drill P1: Balance 
Objective:  
To promote balance; to practice the gathered position; to practice the 
technique of slightly pausing at the top of the pitcher’s windup 
Equipment Needed:  
Pitcher’s mound and baseballs 
Description:  
The drill involves having the pitcher start his windup without a baseball. 
When he’s in the gathered position, the coach (or another pitcher) places or 
flips a baseball into the pitcher’s throwing hand. As soon as he gets the ball, 
the pitcher resumes his delivery but does not throw the ball. The drill can 
subsequently be expanded to have the pitcher actually throw to a receiver. 
Coaching Points: 

• The order to develop proper balance in his pitcher, the coach can wait 
any length of time before giving up the baseball. 

• During the drill, the coach should stand to the side of the pitcher, 
toward either first or third base. 

 
Drill P2: Proper Leg Swing Action 
Objective:  
To practice the correct stride-leg action when getting into the gathered (top 
of the windup) position or from the stretch 
Equipment Needed:  
None 
Description:  
The pitcher starts in the stretch position, except that he places his stride foot 
on the second-base side of his pivot foot. With his stride foot above the 
rubber, he then lifts his leg somewhat diagonally to the gathered position, 
pauses, and completes his delivery. By adjusting his foot in this manner, he 
makes it virtually impossible to swing his leg. The point that must be 
emphasized in this instance is that the front knee should be brought to the 
rubber to the gathered position. In reality, when some pitchers try to get 
quicker they compromise their level of balance by incorrectly lifting their 
front leg straight up. In the process, they overlook the fact that proper stride 
leg action involves adjusting their weight from the front knee to the back 
knee. 
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Coaching Points: 
• Some pitchers prefer to swing their stride leg up and back behind 

them during the pitching motion as opposed to the correct approach or 
just lifting their stride leg and slightly rotating their hips. 

• Leg swinging can cause a pitcher to unduly rush the movement 
mechanics of his lower body. 

• Pitchers who have a serious problem with their stride leg action 
mechanics should be encouraged to perform this on a regular basis. 

• This drill also teacher’s proper stride leg action when pitching from 
the stretch in order to prevent the base runner from a big jump when 
stealing.  

 
Drill P3: Proper Foot Under Knee Action 
Objective:  
To practice keeping the foot under the knee during the ball delivery 
Equipment needed:  
A folding chair 
Description:  
The drill involves placing the back of a chair in the path of the pitcher to 
provide means of determining whether his lead foot strays too far during the 
delivery. The pitcher must pitch the ball without kicking the chair. When he 
is able to throw the ball without his lead foot hitting the chair, his lead foot is 
in the proper position. 
Coaching Points: 

• Many pitchers prefer to have their foot out away from their body. 
Such a position may cause the pitcher to lean backward to 
compensate. 

• Because not keeping this lead foot under his knee during the delivery 
is a relatively hard habit to break, a pitcher should spend as much time 
as needed performing this drill. 
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Drill P4: Proper Arm Swing Action 
Objective:  
To practice the mechanics of the proper arm swing behind the pitcher’s 
body. 
Equipment Needed: 
Baseballs 
Description:  
The pitcher kneels on his pivot-leg knee with his stride foot aimed at the 
plate and his hands together. The drill begins by having the pitcher break his 
hands. His fingers are on top of the ball. His wrist is cocked toward second 
base. The elbow of his back arm is elevated above his shoulder. He then 
watches his arm swing as is goes down, back, and up to the fully extended 
position. The pitcher should concentrate on keeping his shoulder lined up to 
the target to no rotation can occur. As a result, his arm in prevented from 
going behind his body during his pitching motion. 
Coaching Points: 

• Many pitchers have wasted movement in their deliveries by going 
back and behind their bodies during the throwing motion. After the 
break, the pitchers arm movement should only be down and back. 

• Excessively moving the arm behind his body may result in too much 
upper body rotation and unwanted arm drag. 

• In most instances, the typical reason pitchers swing their arms behind 
their bodies are they put their hands in the improper position at the top 
of the windup. The farther away a pitcher’s hands are from his body, 
the more likely he will move his arm behind his body while he is 
pitching. 
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Drill P5: Proper Follow Through Action 
Objective:  
To practice full extension and follow through with the throwing arm, to 
discourage recoiling the arm after releasing the ball. 
Equipment Needed:  
Baseballs 
Description:  
The pitcher kneels on his pivot leg knee with his stride foot aimed at the 
plate. The drill involves having a pitcher simulate throwing a ball or 
throwing the ball at less than full speed. After simulating releasing a ball or 
actually releasing the ball, the pitcher tries to touch the numbers on the back 
of his jersey in one smooth extension of his arm which moves through the 
natural route of his follow through. 
Coaching Points: 

• If a ball is used in the drill, the pitcher can throw the ball into either a 
net or to a receiver. 

• Recoiling the arm after releasing the pitch can lead to a serious injury 
to the throwing arm. 

• The drill should not be performed at full speed under any conditions. 

 
Drill P6: Crow Hop Catch 
Objective:  
To have the pitcher throwing from his back foot in order to help prevent him 
from rushing his body. 
Equipment Needed:  
Baseballs and gloves 
Description: 
 From 60 to 70 feet apart, two pitchers play glove target catch taking a short 
crow hop into their back foot with every delivery of the baseball. The player 
receiving the throw should assume a catcher’s crouch and give a glove target 
to the pitcher. 
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Coaching Points: 
• Coaches should emphasize to pitchers to throw form their back foot 

and not to rush their bodies. 

• Pitchers should keep their front side closed. 

• In most instances, performing this drill for 5 to 20 minutes is 
sufficient.  

 
 
Drill P7: Intra Squad Pressure Pitching 
Objective:  
To provide pitchers with the opportunity to learn how to handle pressure 
situations they may have to face during the season. 
Equipment Needed:  
Baseballs, gloves, bats, and bases 
Description:  
The team should be divided into two groups: one on offense and one 
defense. The drill involves creating as many situations as possible with the 
offense trying to score and the defense trying to shut them out. The pitcher 
has to pitch appropriately for each situation. The primary focus of the drill is 
to provide a competitive environment, which allows pitchers to better 
prepare for the season. 
Coaching Points: 

• The pitchers should not be overworked. As a general guideline, each 
pitcher should be limited to throw 3 to 4 innings maximum. 

• The main emphasis of the drill is to create the “end game.” 

• Begin each hitter with a 1-1 count to create the need for more strikes 
to be thrown by the pitcher, and the need for the hitter to swing at the 
first good pitch. 
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Drill P8: Infield Situation Fungos 
Objective:  
To practice the skills and techniques required responding to various infield 
game situations.  
Equipment Needed: Baseballs, bats, and gloves. 
Description:  
The drill involves using a complete infield to work on various infield 
situations. An extra pitcher serves as the batter. The coach calls out the play 
he wants. The pitcher delivers a pitch and the batter fungos the play. They 
key to the drill is to keep the ball in the infield and to create every possible 
situation at some point during the drill. In most instances, the drill should be 
performed for approximately a half hour. 
Coaching Points: 

• If enough pitchers are available, they can run to first base after the ball 
is fungoed, creating an even more game like situation. 

• Variety can be incorporated into the drill by using outfielders as 
hitters and base runners. 
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Hanover Township Little League 
Policy Statement Regarding 

Pitching Machine 
 

1. Only those managers and coaches approved by the Hanover Township 
Little League Board of Directors will have keys to the storage boxes 
containing the pitching machine.  
 
2. Pitching machines may be used only during the submitted and approved 
practice schedule.  
 
3. The machines may be used only inside the fences of the Major and Junior 
fields.  
 
4. Only the pitching machines that are property of Hanover Township Little 
league may be used.  
 
5. No one may remove the pitching machines from the Major or Junior 
fields.  
 
6. It is the responsibility of the Manager to immediately notify the 
Equipment Manager of any key loss or damage done to the storage boxes 
and their contents as soon as the damage is ascertained.  
 
7. It is the responsibility of the team manager to return all storage box keys 
to the Equipment Manager at the end of the baseball season.  
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XI. Catching/Catching Drills 
Drill C1: Giving Signs 
Objective:  
To ensure that the catchers and the entire pitching staff fully understand the 
signs that the catchers will be using during the game 
Equipment Needed:  
Full catching gear for all the catchers 
Description:  
The drill involves all of the catchers and the pitchers on the team. The 
pitchers are spread out across the pitching mound area, reading the signs 
given by the catcher. The catchers form a line. The first catcher in the line 
assumes his catching position behind home plate and gives a varying series 
of ten signs: pitches, pick offs, first and third signs, and pitch locations. The 
pitchers collectively read the signs, ensure that they were given clearly, and 
reach an agreement regarding their universal meaning. After giving the 
signs, the catcher moves to the end of the line. The next catcher in line takes 
his place, and the drill continues. 
Coaching Points: 

• The drill is particularly valuable when conducted before the season 
begins. 

• This drill can be performed either indoors or outdoors. 

• It is helpful to have the shortstop and second basemen included with 
the pitchers. 

 

P  P  P  P  P 

 

 

 

C 
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Drill C2: Catch Like A Catcher  
Objective: To teach catchers to act, throw, and receive like catchers the 
moment they step on the field. 
Equipment Needed: 
Two catchers in full catchers gear and a baseball 
Description: 
The players play catch with each other, starting 60 feet apart moving 
backward to 100 feet. They should catch the ball in a semi crouched position 
(athletic position), getting their bodies and gloves behind each throw. They 
should use a short arm throw to return the ball to their partner. This method 
of playing catch is designed to greatly improve the skills and techniques 
involved both in catching and throwing.  
 
Coaching Points: 

• Catchers should focus on quickly transferring the ball from their glove 
hand to their throwing hand, while they are torqueing their upper 
bodies to throw. 

• Catchers should employ the quick, short arm method of throwing. 

• Like pitchers, catchers should also load and explode while throwing. 

• Like pitchers, catchers should keep their glove hands tucked when 
they throw to second base to get runners trying to steal. When 
catchers are having trouble throwing accurately, it’s usually because 
of lead arm or glove hand problems. 

C      C 

Start at 40’  

Go to 60’ 

 
Drill C3: Self-Catch And Ball Transfer 
Objective:  
To improve the ability of a catcher to quickly get the ball to the “load or 
trigger” position; to develop the kinesthetic sense for turning the ball to grip 
it across the seams; to practice the techniques involved in assuming the 
proper position for throwing. 
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Equipment Needed: 
One baseball glove per player 
Description:  
The drill involves having a player repeatedly fire the ball into his glove, 
bring the ball out of the glove, and move into a throwing position with 
proper grip on the ball as quickly as possible. This drill is a very important 
exercise for enabling a catcher to get the feel of a baseball and practice the 
mechanics of getting into the proper position for throwing as quickly as 
possible. 
 
Drill C4: Shift Drill: No Hands 
Objective:  
To help catchers learn to shift of pitches in the dirt and to block the ball with 
their bodies while keeping their hands behind their backs, sliding right or 
left, and never letting the ball get past them. To develop lateral quickness by 
working the abductor and adductor thigh muscles. 
Equipment Needed:  
Full catching equipment, several baseballs, and a home plate  
Description:  
The drill involves players working in pairs: one as a receiver and one as a 
thrower. The receiving catcher gets behind home plate in a receiving stance, 
tucks his hands behind his back, blocks the balls thrown into the dirt to his 
right and left, and attempts to funnel blocked balls back toward home plate. 
The thrower throws fairly hard one-hoppers from a distance of 
approximately 25 feet from the plate. After 5 throws, the players exchange 
positions. The drill continues for a preset number of blocked throws. 
Coaching Points: 

• The key is to have the receiving catcher get squarely behind the ball 
with his body angled toward home plate in order to funnel all ball 
back to the plate. 

• The catchers should be taught to react first with their bodies and not 
their hands. They should cushion the ball and catch it with their 
bodies. Once they conceive of this idea, blocking will become easier 
and surer.  

• Catchers can also perform this drill alone, without equipment by 
imaging a pitch coming at them in the dirt and blocking the imaginary 
ball. 
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• The drill can be performed progressively by having the throwing 
catcher initially call out the location of his throws and subsequently 
require the receiver to be ready to go any direction. 

 
 

X-coach 
              
      C 
 
Drill C5: Shift Drill: With Hands 
Objective:  
To help catchers learn how to use their bodies and their hands to block 
throws and pitches; to practice proper footwork for shifting; to develop 
lateral quickness by working the abductor and the adductor muscles. 
Equipment Needed: 
Full catching gear, baseballs, and a home plate 
Description:  
The procedures for conducting this drill are exactly the same as the 
preceding drill, with the exception of the fact that in this drill catchers 
should use their gloves and bodies to block the ball. Their hands should be 
used to protect their groin area and block the opening that might otherwise 
exist in the groin area. They should not try to catch the ball with their hands. 
Their chin should be in a tucked position to protect their Adam’s apple. 
After a preset number of repetitions the players rotate positions. 
 
Coaching Points: 

• Catchers should attempt to catch the ball with their belly button and 
chest and knock it back toward home plate. 

• This drill should be mastered to the point that it is instinctive. 

• Catchers should concentrate on “block, and don’t catch.” 
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Drill C6: Block And Scramble And Throw 
Objective:  
To practice blocking a wild pitch in the dirt, scrambling after the ball, and 
throwing a base runner out at second base or third. 
Equipment Needed:  
Full catching gear, baseballs, and gloves 
Description:  
The procedures for conducting this drill are the same as for the preceding 
drill, with a few exceptions. In this drill, the catcher must scramble for the 
ball after he blocks it and quickly throws to second base. An extra player is 
needed to catch the throws to second base. Depending on the number of 
players available, another player could be incorporated into the drill to serve 
as a base runner attempting to take second base on the blocked ball. After a 
preset number of plays, the players switch positions 
 
Coaching Points: 

• If extra players are available, variety could be added to the drill by 
incorporating another base runner (this one at second base) and two 
more infielders: a first basemen and a third basemen. The catcher 
could then throw to any base. 

• The drill should be conducted with minimal rest: the players should be 
kept working at all times. 

• After blocking, the catcher must get his chest over the ball and pick up 
the ball with his bare hand.  
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Drill C7: Framing The Strike Zone 
Objective:  
To teach catchers to frame and to keep borderline pitches in the strike zone 
Equipment Needed:  
Full catching gear, baseballs, and a home plate 
Description:  
The drill involves two players: a catcher (A) and his partner (B), preferably 
another catcher. The drill is initiated by having player A assume his 
receiver’s stance. Standing 25 feet in front of and facing player A, player B 
points at various locations on the perimeter of the strike zone. Player A 
extends his glove and catchers each “phantom pitch.” The coach watches the 
action to ensure player A is working his glove properly and holding pitches 
in the strike zone. He makes corrections and offers suggestions to player A 
as needed. One the basic techniques have been mastered, the drill in 
expanded to actual throwing. Player A and B throw balls to each other and 
concentrate on using the proper mechanics and techniques for receiving each 
throw. 
 
 
Coaching Points: 

• This drill is particularly beneficial in the early weeks of the season. 

• The drill should focus on enabling catchers to develop soft hands and 
the ability to properly frame pitches. Being able to properly frame 
pitches can make a difference in as much as 25% of the pitches 
thrown in a game in keeping balls in the strike zone.  
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XII. Group & Team situations/Drills 

 
Defensive Situations  

1. No One on throw to 1st base 
2. Runner at 1st base no outs 
3. Runner at 1st w/one out 
4. Runner at 1st base two outs 
5. Runner at 1st and 2nd base no outs 
6. Runner at 1st and 2nd base one out 
7. Runners at 1st and 3rd base one out 
8. Runners at 2nd and 3rd  
9. Bases Loaded 
10. Bunt runner at 1st base 
11. Bunt runner at 2nd base 
12. Fly ball runner at 1st base  
13. Fly ball runner at 1st and 3rd base 

Offensive situation 
1. Tag ups/halfway 
2. Read the ball off the bat 
3. 1st to 3rd base  
4. Score from 2nd  
5. Run down  
6. Steals 
7. Bunts 

Group Drills 
1. 1st, 3rd & pitchers- will work fielding and throwing to first base. 

Pitchers can field off the mound short hits. 
2. 2nd and Outfielders- will work fielding outfield balls and throwing 

to the second basemen. You can have players work in groups of 
three, after the first group goes from right field then the other 
group would go from the left field, rotating from center to left/right 
to 2nd base 

3. Short and 2nd – will work fielding and throwing to second base. 
4. King of the mound drill- Players will work fielding ground or fly 

balls off the mound and then throwing back to a base that the 
coaches yells out, as the player field the ball 
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XIII. Guidelines For Field Maintenance 

Fixing Depressions (Batters Box, Pitchers Mound, Bases) 
• Don’t fill in depressions with more clay. 
• In most cases the clay has not disappeared, it has built up around the 

depression area. 
• Use shovel to scrape clay back into depression, then groom with rake. 

 

Dealing with Puddles 
• Don’t sweep water onto grass area, by doing this you are removing 

clay and making the low-lying area lower. 
• Don’t add Turface directly into puddle. 
• Dig a few holes in the puddle area, let the water fill into the holes and 

then add Turface to the holes. 
• If needed, groom and add dry clay to area. 

 

Maintaining the Grass 
• Clay on the grass will kill it.  If you can keep the clay off the grass the 

field will stay in much nicer condition. 
• Before and after every game, sweep the clay off the grass around the 

pitchers mound, batters box and base areas. 
• This is probably the easiest and most useful thing you can do to help 

maintain the fields. 
• Pitch Batting Practice from the mound not the grass.  You will wear 

out the grass in front of the mound if you pitch from it. 
• Coach in the coach’s boxes. 
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Appendix A 

Choosing the Proper Bat Size 
Use the chart below as a guideline when selecting a bat. 
 

High School & 
College 

Youth League (11-12 
yrs.) 

Youth League (8-10 
yrs.) 

Player 
Height 

(in.) 

Best Bat 
Weight 

(oz.) 

Player 
Weight 
(lbs.) 

Best Bat 
Weight 

(oz.) 

Player 
Height 

(in.) 

Best Bat 
Weight 

(oz.) 
66 27 70 18 48 16 
68 27.5 80 19 50 16.5 
70 28 90 19.5 52 17 
72 29 100 20 54 17.5. 
74 30 110 20.5 56 18 
76 30.5 120 21 58 18.5 

Formula: Height/3 + 5 

130 21.5 60 19 
140 22 

Formula: Height/4 + 4 150 23 
Formula: Weight/18 + 

14 
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Appendix B 

Choosing The Proper Glove Size 
The glove should be small enough so the player can move their arm and 
wrist easily when the glove is on.  The player should not bury their entire 
hand in the glove.  When worn properly the bottom of the palm, near the 
wrist, is exposed.  Smaller gloves force the player to use two hands when 
catching.  Use the chart below as a guide when selecting a glove size: 
 
 

Determining Your Glove Size 
Age Position Glove size 
Under 8 All 9 – 11 inches 
9-13 Infield 9-10 inches 
9-13 Outfield 11-12 inches 

High School/Adult Infield 10 1/2-11 1/2 
inches 

High 
School/Adult Outfield 12-12 1/2 inches 
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Appendix C 
HTLL Manager Evaluation Form 

 
 
Name: 
 
Season:   Spring/Summer/Fall 
 
Sport:   Baseball/Softball 
 
Division:   Tee/Farm A/ Farm AA/Minors/Majors/Juniors 
 
League VP:    
 
Please provide comments in the box below based on the following criteria and describe 
specific situations (both positive and negative) where the manager made an impression 
during the season (include examples if possible): 
 
Knowledge of the Game:  understands rules, situations, and skills to teach 
Organization Skills:  responds to e-mails/phone calls in a timely fashion; runs an 
organized practice; prepares lineup and positions for games 
Attitude/Demeanor:  is a calming influence with players, parents, and umpires; does not 
get frustrated when calls do not go his/her way or players make mistakes 
Emphasis on Player Development and Enjoyment:  does not put winning above the 
goal of improving each player and making sure they have a positive experience, attempts 
to schedule as many practices as possible   
Communication Skills:  with parents, players, umpires, and league VP; listens to his/her 
assistant coaches 
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Appendix D 
HTLL Daily Practice Schedule  

 
Date: Practice # 1 

 
Active Warm up  Time: 6-8min. 
1. Out field Jog 2. Lunge Step Trunk twist 3. Knee Hugs 4. Side Lunge 5. High Knees  
6. Backwards run/Sprint back 7. DB drill 

 
Throwing warm up Time: 10mins 
1. Wrist Flips 2. T-ball throws (T-ball & farm) 3. Throwing Drill 4. Unzip the Zipper 
Individual Drills/Circuit Drills Time: 20mins 
Pitchers/circuit #1 
(May not apply to t-ball & farm) 

In Fielders/Circuit #2 Out Fielders/Circuit #3 Catchers/Circuit #4 
(May not apply to t-ball & farm) 

 1.I-1 No Glove 
 
2.I-2 No Glove Gators 
 
3. I-3 Moose Ears 
 

1.O-1 On your toes 
 
2.O-2 Catch if you can 
 
3.O-4 Ever longer catch 

 

Hitting Time: 20mins 
1. H-1 Tee swings 2. H-2 Side Toss 3.H-4 Tap -n- Go 
Group Drills/Situations (rotate after five minutes) Time: 10mins 
1. 1st, 3rd & Pitchers Field-throw to first 2. 2nd & outfielders field throw to 2nd  

Team Scrimmage/Situations Time: 
1. H-7 with infielders (if a player does not get a hit have a coach throw or hit to players to keep them 
focused) 
Conditioning/Base running Time: 6-8mins 
1. Home to 1st      2. 1st to 3rd     3. 1st half way back or go 

Reminders: 
Repeat day practice for day two to get players familiar with drills 

NOTES 
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HTLL Daily Practice Schedule  

 
Date: Practice # 2 

 
Active Warm up  Time: 6-8min. 
1. Out field Jog 2. Lunge Step Trunk twist 3. Knee Hugs 4. Side Lunge 5. High Knees  
6. Backwards run/Sprint back 7. DB drill 

 
Throwing warm up Time: 10mins 
1. Wrist Flips 2. T-ball throws (T-ball & farm) 3. Throwing Drill 4. Unzip the Zipper 
Individual Drills/Circuit Drills Time: 20mins 
Pitchers/circuit #1 
(May not apply to t-ball & farm) 

In Fielders/Circuit #2 Out Fielders/Circuit #3 Catchers/Circuit #4 
(May not apply to t-ball & farm) 

 1.I-1 No Glove 
 
2.I-2 No Glove Gators 
 
3. I-3 Moose Ears 
 

1.O-1 On your toes 
 
2.O-2 Catch if you can 
 
3.O-4 Ever longer catch 

 

Hitting Time: 20mins 
1. H-1 Tee swings 2. H-2 Side Toss 3.H-4 Tap -n- Go 
Group Drills/Situations (rotate after five minutes) Time: 10mins 
1. 1st, 3rd & Pitchers Field-throw to first 2. 2nd & outfielders field throw to 2nd  

Team Scrimmage/Situations Time: 15mins 
1. H-7 with infielders/outfielders (if a player does not get a hit have a coach throw or hit to players to 
keep them focused) 
Conditioning/Base running Time: 6-8mins 
1. Home to 1st      2. 1st to 3rd     3. 1st half way back or go       Drills can be done 2or3 times 

Reminders: 
 

NOTES 
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HTLL Daily Practice Schedule  

 
Date: Practice # 3 

 
Active Warm up  Time: 6 min 
1. Out field Jog 2. Lunge Step Trunk twist 3. Knee Hugs 4. Side Lunge 5. High Knees  
6. Backwards run/Sprint back 7. DB drill 

 
Throwing warm up Time: 10 min 
1. Wrist Flips 2. T-ball throws (T-ball & farm) 3. Throwing Drill 4. Unzip the Zipper 
Individual Drills/Circuit Drills Time: 20 min 
Pitchers/circuit #1 In Fielders/Circuit #2 Out Fielders/Circuit #3 Catchers/Circuit #4 
 1.I-3 Moose Ears 

 
2.I-4 Perfect Fielder 
 
3.I-5 Step reaction drill 

1.O-2 Catch if you can 
 
2.O-3 Five man relay 
 
3.O-4 Ever long catch 
 

 

Hitting Time: 20 min 
1. H-1 Tee swings 2. H-3 Front toss 3. H-5 Weak/Strong Whistle Hum 
Group Drills/Situations Time: 15 min 
1. Short and 2nd. King of the mound  (have groups rotate halfway through period) 

Team Scrimmage/Situations Time: 15 min 
1. H-7 with infielders/outfielders (if a player does not get a hit have a coach throw or hit to players to keep 
them focused) 2. Runner at 1st w/one out (can have coach hit and player be the runner) 
Conditioning/Base running Time: 6-8 min 
1. Half way & back 2. 2nd to home 3. 1st to 2nd (3x each) 

Reminders: 

NOTES 
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HTLL Daily Practice Schedule  
 

Date: Practice # 4 

 
Active Warm up  Time: 6 min 
1. Out field Jog 2. Lunge Step Trunk twist 3. Knee Hugs 4. Side Lunge 5. High Knees  
6. Backwards run/Sprint back 7. DB drill 

 
Throwing warm up Time: 10 min 
1. Wrist Flips 2. T-ball throws (T-ball & farm) 3. Throwing Drill 4. Unzip the Zipper 
Individual Drills/Circuit Drills Time: 20 min 
Pitchers/circuit #1 In Fielders/Circuit #2 Out Fielders/Circuit #3 Catchers/Circuit #4 
 1.I-3 Moose Ears 

 
2.I-4 Perfect Fielder 
 
3.I-5 Step reaction drill 

1.O-2 Catch if you can 
 
2.O-3 Five man relay 
 
3.O-4 Ever long catch 
 

 

Hitting Time: 20 min 
1. H-1 Tee swings 2. H-3 Front toss 3. H-5 Weak/Strong Whistle Hum 
Group Drills/Situations Time: 15 min 
1. Short and 2nd. King of the mound  (have groups rotate halfway through period) 

Team Scrimmage/Situations Time: 15 min 
1. H-7 with infielders/outfielders (if a player does not get a hit have a coach throw or hit to players to keep 
them focused) 2. Runner at 1st w/one out (can have coach hit and player be the runner) 
Conditioning/Base running Time: 6-8 min 
1. Half way & back 2. 2nd to home 3. 1st to 2nd (3x each) 

Reminders: 

NOTES 
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Appendix E 
Minors & Majors 

HTLL Daily Practice Schedule  
 

Date: Practice # 1 

 
Active Warm up  Time: 6-8min 
1. Out field Jog 2. Lunge Step Trunk twist 3. Knee Hugs 4. Side Lunge 5. High Knees  
6. Backwards run/Sprint back 7. DB Drill 

 
Throwing warm up Time: 10min 
1. Wrist Flips 2. T-ball throws (T-ball & farm) 3. Throwing Drill 4. Unzip the Zipper 
Individual Drills/Circuit Drills Time: 20min 
Pitchers/circuit #1 In Fielders/Circuit #2 Out Fielders/Circuit #3 Catchers/Circuit #4 
1.P-1 Balance Drill 
 
2.P-2 Leg Swing 
Action 
 
3.P-6 Crow Hop 
Catch 

1.I-1 No Glove/Glove 
rolls 
2.I-5 Step Reaction Drill 
 
3.I-7 Pop ups 

1.O-1 On your Toes 
 
2.O-4 Ever long catch 
 
3.O-3 Five Player relay 
 

1.C-2 catch like a catcher 
 
2.C-4 Shift Drill no hands 
 
3.C-6 Block and scramble 

Hitting Time: 15min 
1. H-1 Tee Swings  2. H-2 Side Toss   3. H-6 Ball Hit 
Group Drills/Situations Time: 15min 
1. 1st -3rd & Pitchers  2. 2nd and outfielders 3. Pitcher & catcher throws 

Team Scrimmage/Situations Time: 20min 
1. H-7 w/ read the ball off the bat w/ runner on 1st1. Read the ball off the bat 
Conditioning/Base running Time: 10min 

1. 1st to 3rd  4x    2. 2nd to 3rd 4x    3. 3rd Half way Tag to home 3x 
Reminders: 

NOTES 
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HTLL Daily Practice Schedule  

 
Date: Practice # 2 

 
Active Warm up  Time: 6min 
1. Out field Jog 2. Lunge Step Trunk twist 3. Knee Hugs 4. Side Lunge 5. High Knees  
6. Backwards run/Sprint back 7. DB drill 

 
Throwing warm up Time: 10min 
1. Wrist Flips 2. T-ball throws (T-ball & farm) 3. Throwing Drill 4. Unzip the Zipper 
Individual Drills/Circuit Drills Time: 20min 
Pitchers/circuit #1 In Fielders/Circuit #2 Out Fielders/Circuit #3 Catchers/Circuit #4 
1.P-1 Balance drill 
 
2.P-3 Foot under 
Knee action  
 
3.P-4 Arm Swing 
action behind body 

1.I-4 Perfect Fielder 
 
2.I-6 
Backhand/Forehand 
fielding 
 
3.I-2 No Glove/Gator 
picks 

1.O-2 Catch if u can 
 
2.O-3 Five Player Relay 
 
3. O-4 Ever Long Catch 

1. C-3 Self Catch & ball 
transfer 
 
2.C-5 Shift Drill w/Hands 
 
3.C-7 Framing the strike 
zone 

Hitting Time: 15min  
1. T-swings    2. H-3 Front Toss   3. H-4 Tap and Go 
Group Drills/Situations Time: 10min 
1. Short and 2nd 2. King of the Mound Drill (bunts, slow grounders, Pop ups to 3rd or 1st base 
sides can use catchers)   3. Outfielders Backing up situations & where to throw to  
Team Scrimmage/Situations Time: 20min 
1. P-7 Intra squad scrimmage give each batter 3 at bats 2. Runner at 1st and 2nd base one out  
Conditioning/Base running Time: 10min  
1. Home to 1st   2. Home to 2nd   3. 2nd half way and tag to 3rd   do each 3-4 times 

Reminders: 

NOTES 
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HTLL Daily Practice Schedule  

 
Date: Practice # 3 

 
Active Warm up  Time:  6min 
1. Out field Jog 2. Lunge Step Trunk twist 3. Knee Hugs 4. Side Lunge 5. High Knees  
6. Backwards run/Sprint back 7. DB drill 

 
Throwing warm up Time: 12 min 
1. Wrist Flips 2. T-ball throws (T-ball & farm) 3. Throwing Drill 4. Unzip the Zipper 
Individual Drills/Circuit Drills Time: 20min 
Pitchers/circuit #1 In Fielders/Circuit #2 Out Fielders/Circuit #3 Catchers/Circuit #4 
P-1 Balance Drill 
 
2.P-2 Leg Swing 
Action 
 
3.P-6 Crow Hop 
Catch 

1.I-1 No Glove/Glove 
rolls 
2.I-5 Step Reaction Drill 
 
3.I-7 Pop ups 

1.O-1 On your Toes 
 
2.O-4 Ever long catch 
 
3.O-3 Five Player relay 
 

1.C-2 catch like a catcher 
 
2.C-4 Shift Drill no hands 
 
3.C-6 Block and scramble 

Hitting Time: 15min 
1. T-swings   2. H-2 Side Toss   3. Weak Strong/Whistle Hum 
Group Drills/Situations Time: 10min 
1. Outfielders, short and 2nd throw to cut off man   2. Pitchers, catchers, 1st and 3rd soft throw 
by pitcher catcher throws down to 1st or 3rd on command of coach 
Team Scrimmage/Situations Time: 25min 
1. Read the ball off the bat w/Runner on 1st or 2nd (give each batter 5 pitches) 2. Fly ball 
runner at runner at 1st and 3rd  3. Runners at 2nd and 3rd w/infield only  (have outfielders work 
on backing up situations  
Conditioning/Base running Time:  5mins 
1. 2nd to home    2. 3rd to home   3x each 

Reminders: Take some extra time to talk about incorporating bunting into our next practice 
and review with all players holding the bat for bunting  

NOTES 
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HTLL Daily Practice Schedule  

 
Date: Practice # 4 

 
Active Warm up  Time: 6min 
1. Out field Jog 2. Lunge Step Trunk twist 3. Knee Hugs 4. Side Lunge 5. High Knees  
6. Backwards run/Sprint back 7. DB drill 

 
Throwing warm up Time: 8min 
1. Wrist Flips 2. T-ball throws (T-ball & farm) 3. Throwing Drill 4. Unzip the Zipper 
Individual Drills/Circuit Drills Time:  15min 
Pitchers/circuit #1 In Fielders/Circuit #2 Out Fielders/Circuit #3 Catchers/Circuit #4 
1.P-1 Balance drill 
 
2.P-3 Foot under 
Knee action  
 
3.P-4 Arm Swing 
action behind body 

1.I-4 Perfect Fielder 
 
2.I-6 
Backhand/Forehand 
fielding 
 
3.I-2 No Glove/Gator 
picks 

1.O-2 Catch if u can 
 
2.O-3 Five Player Relay 
 
3. O-4 Ever Long Catch 

1. C-3 Self Catch & ball 
transfer 
 
2.C-5 Shift Drill w/Hands 
 
3.C-7 Framing the strike 
zone 

Hitting Time: 20min 
1. T-swings  2. Front toss    3. Tap and Go    4. Bunting  
Group Drills/Situations Time: 6min 
1. 2nd and outfielders    2. 1st and pitchers throws to first covering first  3. 3rd and catchers 
steals 
Team Scrimmage/Situations Time: 20min 
1. Steals 2. Tag up half way (split squad as runners and fielders make coach hit the fly balls 
Conditioning/Base running Time: 5min 

1. steal 1st to 2nd on the pitch 2. Tag up from 3rd  4x 

Reminders: 

NOTES 
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Resources and Links 
 
 

Little League Website  
http://www.littleleague.org/managersandcoaches/Coach_Resource_Center.htm 

 
 

Hanover Township Little league Website 
http://www.htll.us.assn.la 

 
 

 
LOCKEDIN BASEBALL 

www.lockedinbaseball.com 
 
 
 
 


